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THANK YOU
SPRING 2014

A very special thank you from the Hocker Family and all your friends at PGC for your 

continued support through the years! Have a wonderful and prosperous 2014!

Warm Regards,

Rich, Zina, Ellaria (13), Camden (10)

All of us at Pavilion Gift Company and H2Z are excited to bring you an 

amazing collection of gift, home and ladies accessories. Our mission is to 

develop desirable, high quality, yet reasonably priced gifts.



NEW
product

2014

pillows   keepsake dishes

mugs   plaques

apparel   jewelry

1 | Order Now at 888.762.4457

If there was ever someone worth celebrating day after day, 
we’d put mom on the top of that list. Mom Love features 
gifts for the mom who can do EVERYTHING!



dance mom
dog mom best.

hockey mom moms give
grandmas: moms without
real moms make twins

behind every good kid is a

dance mom cheer mom

cheer mom

trophy mom soccer mom

soccer mom

amazing mom

baseball mom best. nana. ever.

best. nana. ever.

cat mom best. mom. ever.

football mom

football mom best. great
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3 | Order Now at 888.762.4457

Reflect your style and add charm to any room with 
the Radiant Reflections Collection. The entire line 
features a soft, calming color palette mixed with 

contemporary patterns and simple laser cut mirrored sentiment 
that is sure to brighten any space in your home. 

by Pavilion Gift Company

adiantR
REFLECTIONS
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V intage by Stephanie Ryan is a beautiful and 
encouraging collection of gifts that come straight 
from the heart. Each piece is designed to remind 

you of what makes life worth living.

♫♪♪
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W hen someone we love becomes a memory, that memory 
becomes a treasure.  Light Your Way Memorial is a 
beautiful line of home and garden treasures created to 

keep our loved ones’ memories alive while brightening our hearts 
and homes.

by Pavilion Gift Company®
YOUR WAY

Light 



♫♪♪
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Enjoy snowy days and cold winter nights with this 
enchanting collection of fiber optic canvas plaques by 
artist Junelle Jacobsen. By day, it’s a beautiful piece to 

accent any wall. At night, subtle twinkling lights emphasize the 
piece with their gentle glow. Coordinates perfectly with our NEW 
Merry Mosaics holiday glass and The Sockings snowmen!
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THINK 
OUTSIDE 
OF THE 
SQUARE

11 | Order Now at 888.762.4457

It’s a gift, it’s a book... it’s a gift book! Over 30 themes to 
choose from, these books provide a gift with that “WOW” 
factor! 
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13 | Order Now at 888.762.4457

Itty Bitty & Pretty and Itty Bitty & Handsome are back and 
cuter than ever with all the accessories you need for your 
budding fashionista and dapper dude. Now also featuring 

itty bitty and sporty dresses to help your little girl cheer on her 
favorite team!

Pavilion Gift CompanyBy
TM
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15 | Order Now at 888.762.4457

Celebrate the ones you love with the rustic beauty of       
Simple Spirits angels and accessories coupled with the 
warmth of our Light Your Way terra cotta candles and 

home décor. 

by Pavilion Gift Company®
YOUR WAY

Light 
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If modern country is your style, 
look no further than Marquee 
Message and Country Soul, 

where trendy and rustic marquee lights 
complement the home-spun feel of 
embroidered inspiration.



♫♪♪
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Elements is a timeless favorite, 
mixing modern romance 
with classic elegance. Its 

inspirational sentiment and detailed 
beauty fit with any space and make it 
the perfect gift.



19 | Order Now at 888.762.4457

Introducing H2Z, a brand new collection of timeless 
rhodium-plated jewelry accented with the simple 
elegance of Swarovski crystals.

H2Z
A DIVISION OF 

PAVILION
GIFT COMPANY

NEW
product

2014

MADE WITH SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS

®
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by H2Z

H2Z
A DIVISION OF 

PAVILION
GIFT COMPANY

21 | Order Now at 888.762.4457

Let the party begin with the edgy and flirtatious 
Hiccup - the original “girl in a glass”! Now 
featuring box plaques and coasters to help you 

celebrate in style!
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Freshen up any room with our 
new scented soy jar candles 
from You & Me by Jessie 

Steele, featuring the beautiful retro 
patterns and colors that Jessie Steele 
is known for.

COME SEE WHAT’S NEW THIS SPRING!

v(g64843*LKKMMk(U 
10022

Philadelphia Gift Show - Ivystone Booth #1931

Atlanta Gift Show - Building 2 Suite #1503 & The 

Southern Link Showroom #1619 

Dallas Gift Show - Cliff Price Showroom #1860

Seattle Gift Show - Traditions Unltd. Showroom #130

Chicago Gift Show - DNA Showroom #13-235

Minneapolis Gift Show - Gift Street Showroom #B-149

Northeast Market Center Show - Prestige Marketing

Toronto Gift Show - Booth #2334 International Centre

Las Vegas Gift Show - Booth #C11-1435

Alberta Gift Show - Hall FGH Booth #1379

Denver Gift Show - Traditions Unltd. Showroom #1251

www.paviliongift.com/retailers 888.762.4457
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